1. Introduction and definitions. This note adds another criterion to the lengthy list of those properties which characterize the real inner product spaces whose dimension exceeds two. For a concise guide to the history of the development of this subject, the reader is referred to Day [2, VII, §3].
Definition.
A subset F of a linear space E is said to be a flat if, for some xGF, the set F -x is a linear subspace of E.
1.2. Definition. Let xi, X2 and X3 be points in a normed linear space E. Then F(xi, X2, x3) denotes the smallest flat containing each of the points x<.
If £ is a normed linear space and xG£ and p>0, then by Sp(x) we mean the set {yG£| ||x -y|| ^p}.
1.4. Definition. A normed linear space £ is said to have the trispherical intersection property if, whenever xi, x2 and x3 are points in £ and pi, P2 and p3 are positive numbers with D^i 5Pi(x¿) 5¿0, it follows that n?_i SPi(xi)f~\F(xi, x2, x3)^0. [April normed linear space be an inner product space, it is sufficient that each of its three-dimensional subspaces be an inner product space. Let E be a real normed linear space of dimension = 3. Then the following assertions are equivalent:
(a) E is an inner product space, (b) E has the tri-spherical intersection property.
Proof. (a)=>(b)
. Let Xi, x2 and x3 be points in E, and let 26Í1J., SPi(xi) for certain positive numbers p¿. The set F(xi, x2, x3), being complete in E, is closed in the completion E of E. Clearly we may suppose that #GF(xi, x2, x3). Let P denote the orthogonal projection of E onto F(xi, x2, x3). Then either each Xi = <p or ||p|| = 1, and in any event we have ||x¿ -P(z)\\ = ||P(x< -z)|| á||x¿ -z|| gp< for each ». Thus P(z)Ef\Ui S,t(Xi). Hence ||y -ax|| è||y|| and H-Lx.
3.2. Remark. From 2.4 with n = 2 it follows that a real normed linear space E has the tri-spherical intersection property if and only if the following statement is true: If xi, x2 and x3 are points in E and Pi, p2 and p3 are positive numbers with R?.! S"i(x^9i0, then C\{-i SPi(xi)í>\conv(xi, X2, xz)s¿0.
(By conv(xi, x2, x3) we mean the smallest convex set containing each of the points x¿. 4. Characterization of ellipsoids. Let £ be a Euclidean space. Let S be a compact convex body in £ symmetric about one of its points. We call this point the centre of 5. To avoid complications, we shall define an ellipsoid in £ to be a convex body which determines a norm given by an inner product. We call a subset of £ homothetic to S if it is of the form aS+x with a>0 and xG£. Our result now takes the following form: 5 is not an ellipsoid if and only if there are sets Si, S2 and S3, with centres xi, x2 and x3, homothetic to S, such that Sir\S2r\S3^0 but 5in52n53nconv(xi, x2, x») = 0.
